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being pushed to meet demand as the
deadline for stations to begin receiving and transmitting Common Alerting
Protocol messages nears.
The FCC has set Sept. 30, 201 I • as
a hard date for broadcasters to be able
to receive and transmit CAP-enabled
alerts. CAP is an XML-based data format for exchanging all- hazard emergency alerts and public warnings over
all kinds of networks.
The commission could extend the
deadline; however, it had not done so
as of July. Numerous broadcasters favor
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Having served others, now the VOA Bethany
Station needs our support.

Save money. Do more!
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SIDEBOARD

E-1

The flagship of our E-Series consoles,

Perfect for newsrooms, guest talent,

With its small footprint, the

the E-6 does it all. Its intuitive interface gives

interviews, the SIDEBOARD's tiny

E-1 can be aself-contained

you all tne power you need for an on-air or

footprint lets you put it exactly where

console when paired with

production studio.

you need it.

our ip88cb Console Audio
BLADE. It also becomes a
full function station on our
WheatNet-IP AolP Network.

DO A
LOT ME THAN JUST SCRATCH THE SURFACE(S)...
Let's face it, your console IS your desktop. Wouldn't it make sense to use one that knows
how you work and makes your !ob not only easier and faster, but better in every way?
Wheatstone's E-6, E-1 and Sideboard control surface consoles do just that.
They're intelligent with virtually [ mitless routing capabilities, letting you control what's
around you as well as sources in other studios. These are pure " RADIO" inside and
out - not someone's glorified idea of what astarship helm should look like - so you're
immediately at home with their form and function.
Featuring an intuitive layout that never leaves you guessing, as well as smart control
over on-screen functions, these are truly world class consoles, right down to the feel
and reliability of real P+G faders.
So what's behind them? Our WheatNet-IP AolP network - the most powerful, flexible
and fastest AolP network available to broadcast. Self-aware, self-configuring, self- healing
and ten times faster through the ENTIRE network. And they're made right here in the
USA in our New Bern, NC facility! The cost? A whole lot less than you might think.

Download the FREE
white paper "The Technical
Case for the Intelligent
Network" at WheatIP.com

.IMMaiyele'seaK,

THE INTELLIGENT NETWORK'
phone 1.252.638-7000 IWheatNetIP.com Isales@wheatstone.com
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Largest Inventory.
Same Day Shipping.

Selected content from Rack) World's " The Leslie Report" by News Editor/
Washington Eureau Chief Leslie Stimson.

GOUCHER CALLS FOR NATIONAL
ALERTING GROUP, MORE TRAINING

because more is " desperately" needed. But she would like
to see even more than what is planned.
Some local emergency managers don't know how or
when to send an EAS message or just choose not to, she
said, and either way, that situation is unacceptable.
Broadcasters " stand ready to deliver the message, but
first we need someone to deliver it to us,"

Maine Association of Broad-

working group on alerting.
During a hearing on alert-

she told committee members, speaking
on behalf of the National Association of
Broadcasters in July.
FEMA Assistant Administrator for National
Continuity Programs Damon Penn assured
Rep. Laura Richardson, D- Calif., that the
agency will expand its planned training for

ing before the Emergency
Preparedness, Response &
Communications Subcommittee
of the House Homeland Security

not only to provide them access to the CAPEAS system but to make sure the right kinds
of messages go out, such as alerts, warnings

casters President/CEO Suzanne
Goucher says emergency alert originators need more training in nextgen EAS, and she thinks Congress
should consider creating a national

Committee, Goucher said it's great
that FEMA plans to expand existing training for local emergency
managers who originate alerts,

The Time to Buy YOU
EAS Gear is Now!
Since time is getting short to upgrade your
EAS gear, make it easy on yourself with the
ultimate no-brainer: the Sage Digital ENDEC!
•Our most popular encoder/decode
•
6audio inputs, 6serial ports, 5GPIO inputs
•Plug-in compatibility to support seamless
upgrades ensures full EAS compliance,
now and into the future
DIGITALENDEC

Maine Association of Broadcasters

more training in nextgen EAS.

broadcast gear tram

and notifications.
But Goucher told subcommittee Chair
Gus Bilirakis, R- Fla., that the planned FEMA
(continued on page 5)
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Lowest Prices and Largest Inventory on EVERYTHING For Broadcast

BSWUSA•COM

SAGE

Call BSW Today!

message originators. He said the challenge is

President/CEO Suzanne Goucher,
seen here in awebcast video, says
emergency alert originators need

List $2,695.00

800-426-8434

THE BSW
REMOTE
GEAR SALE!

Check Your Mailbox and BSWs
Website for INCREDIBLE DEALS!

rje SENNHEIZER

NEWSROUNDUP
NAB SEEKS CAP-EAS EXTENSION: NAB asked the FCC to
extend the deadline by which broadcasters must be able
to accept Common Alerting Protocol-formatted EAS messages. In comments filed with the agency. NAB asked for a
six-month extension. NAB said the current Sept. 30 deadline
wouldn't give stations enough time to consider the rules
adopted by the agency as they buy CAP-compliant EAS
equipment. NAB also said it's uncertain ii the FCC will certify
EAS equipment, separate from FEMA's conformance testing.
NAB believes it's also appropriate to extend the deadline
because " the large majority of EAS message originators,"
like state and local authorities, " will not be prepared to
send aCAP-enabled message for the foreseeable future."
Reply comments were due Aug. 4to Docket 04-296.
AS DO STATE BROADCAST ASSOCIMIONS: State
broadcast associations representing the fifty states, the

out knowing whether it will be FCC compliant, said the
associations. Several religious licensees including Houston
Christian Broadcasters, the Moody Bible Institute of
Chicago and others are pushing for aone-year delay, saying it's impossible for non-profit, non-commercial broadcasters to meet the current deadline during arecession,
when donations to their operations are down. Prometheus
Radio Project also supports ayear- long extension, saying
the cost of buying new EAS equipment is a " significant
burden" for many smaller, volunteer- run stations.
MA1\ UF AC1 URLRS MIXED. EAS equipment manufacturer
Sage recommends the FCC keep the current deadline, but
allow EAS participants to have " 90 days (or Dec. 31, 2011,
whichever is later), to actually begin receiving messages
lrom the IPAWS server, and 90 days after astate plan is
approved by the FCC to begin receiving state messages."
This would give both stations and state emergency staffs
more time to train their personnel on the new system,

District of Columbia and Puerto Rico agree with NAB that
the FCC should extend by 180 days the deadline by which
broadcasters must be able to accept CAP-EAS messages.

according to the manufacturer. Gorman- Redlich favors
extending the equipment installation deadline by 18
months. Monroe Electronics believes the current deadline

No broadcasters should be required to buy EAS gear with-

is sufficient.

The
King of
Headsets
We have this Sennheiser classic
hardwired and ready to roll with
XLR and 1 /4" connectors!
HMD280 List $ 449.94

$ 249 95
"I use BSW for
all my stations
needs. When it
comes to price,
tin ely delivery,
expert advice and
knovt ledge of the
products, NO ONE
can beat BSW!"
Ben Foy
WMCT radio
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You Talk, I'll Nap for aBit

FROM THE

Readers Comment on This ' nThat While I'm Off Building Sand Castles
I'm on vacation this week, playing
with nephew and nieces in the sand at
the Outer Banks of Virginia Beach. What
better way to relax than to turn this page
over to readers?
Here's aroundup of recent comments
posted online about stories that appealed
in Radio World and on our website in
the last two months. Story headlines are
in italics, reader comments in
quotation marks:
Hard- Disk
Lawsuit
Threatens Stations —
"When is the Patent
Office going to be held
accountable for all the
money wasted because
of the invalid patents that
they keep granting?"
Radio Netherlands
Worldwide Seeks
Help (
regarding big
planned budget reductions) — "Please,
please, don't cut the best international
broadcast we have!"
AM Coverage: Frequency vs. Conductivity (
a Richard Fry article in RW
Engineering Extra) — "Of course, the
optimum would be 50 kilowatts on 540
kHz. That would guarantee monster coverage of the 0.5 mV/m contour, along
with massive signal intensities for quite
some distance. It is however also of note
that skywave is better on the higher frequencies: a50 kW station on 1600 located
in, say, Maine, would probably be heard
in California more often at night than a50
kWer on 540 in the same location."

Voice of Russia Opens U.S. Studios—
"Excellent move for the Russians. In case
you hadn't noticed, the world has

performance that continues its slide, this
makes it even less significant."

changed. Being ranked No. 3
behind BBC and VOA is quite
astatement. Where's Al Jazeera
on this list?" (The organization said a Swiss survey had
ranked it third in popularity
after the BBC World Service and Voice
of America.)

Ford Expands Sync AppLink
Connectivity — "They should
fix all the bugs in the system
before they start putting it into
additional models."

It's Time for aLighthouse
Protocol
(Nick Leggett's suggestion to use the 30
to 300 GHz for local
broadcasting) —
"Um, rather, why
not use millimeterband communications for
nationwide
broadband, and
leave AM, FM and TV bands alone?"
Broadcasters Press FCC to Change
Public File Rules — "A student of ours
asked for the public inspection file at
Clear Channel Lancaster, Calif., and was
told to get lost twice. A return visit got
the same result with a witness present.
Could be why the public gave up on
trying to inspect files."
Toyota Scion Expands Standard
HD Radio Offerings in 2012
Models — "Scion represents such
asmall percentage of cars sold that
this won't even show up on the
radar. Given Toyota's poor sales

Mendes Comments on RW's BBG Report
Story (
the director of engineering and
technical services for the International
Broadcasting
Bureau
had
responded to a Radio World
story about BBG's technology strategy; this reader
then reacted to Mendes'
comments) — "The phrase
'driven by audience habits and
the relative costs of transmission' is telling. But Idefy anyone to truly
measure the relative cost of transmission
accurately with international audiences.
A SW transmission actually listened to
by 10 listeners is worth 10 times more
than an Internet story that ' bots' scan for
inclusion in search engines 3,000 times
and is read by one person, but how do you
measure that? While it ' sounds' cheaper
to ditch the expensive transmitters and go
Internet only, what has been the listener
experience for R[adio] Netherlands or
R[adio] Sweden who have both ditched
or severely limited radio transmissions in
favor of Internet delivery?"
Johnston Laments FM Noise
— "Iam pleased to see Steve
[Johnston] is continuing
his work on this persistent problem. His NAB

EDITOR
Paul McLane
presentation on the same topic last year
was areal treat."
N.Y. Pirates Soon May Walk the Plank
Faster — "Give them the LW band.
Give them a section of TV Channel 5.
New York, worry about muggers, burglars, drug dealers, scam artists, but radio
pirates shouldn't even be on your agenda.
What a waste of time. Yes, they are a
pain, tell them to shut down (or at least
move frequency) and take their
hardware upon second warning. Simple enough."
Station, Redefine Thyself (
Dan
Slentz's commentary urging
broadcasters to redefine what
they do) — "Verizon has joined AT&T!
T-Mobile in eliminating the unlimited
data plans that make ` iPhones, Droids
and myriad smart portable devices' so
attractive. Without that unlimited, flat-rate
data plan, costs to the end receiver will
skyrocket, while traditional AM and FM
(and TV) remain free for the listening."
Fraunhofer Institutefor Integrated Circuits:
Developers of Audio Coding (
in Radio
World Engineering Extra) — "Fraunhofer
may be [a] good research institute but
[it suffers from] expensive,
not-well-marketed products
and lack of customer support. ... Ihave had very
bad experiences with alot
of Fraunhofer products
in the domain of digital
cinema."

Electronics Research, Inc. delivers innovative,
high- quality, integrated solutions for
broadcasters around the world and across the
spectrum. When planning your next broadcast
system call us toll- free at 877 ERI-LINE or visit us
online at www.eriinc.com.

Antennas ITransmission Line IFilters/Combiners I
Towers IBroadcast Services
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training will certify that someone can
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Goucher Calls for National Alerting
Group, More Training
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5

News Roundup
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CAP Coverters Raise Questions

6

FEMA Drafting EAS Best Practices.... 10

use FEMA's Internet aggregator to
originate an alert. What is needed,
she said, is amechanism to give local
emergency managers an incentive
actually to use the EAS system. She
suggested that grant funding for
emergency management be tied to
completion of training.
Goucher testified that stations are
spending from $ 1,200 to $ 3,000 to
upgrade EAS equipment. While groupowned, large-market stations can handle such costs, smaller, independentlyowned broadcasters are finding the
costs a hardship. Her state association
"is looking at creative ways to help
them afford" EAS gear, she said.
In Maine, Goucher said, " state coffers are bare." It would be helpful if
FEMA would specify in its local and

14 ,
;ATUR ES
Workbench: Track Down That
Studio Whine

12

ST( 1)10 SESSIONS
Netbook + Cheap Software +
Handheld Recorder

14

state grant guidelines that EAS equipment purchases are an acceptable use
of federal grant money, she said, so
states and local areas actually have
the money, and training, to send CAPcompliant EAS alerts.
Creation of a national EAS working
group would go a long way to helping message originators and alerting
distributors get together and iron
out problems, she said, but there's no
mechanism for them to meet except in
an informal way. She urged lawmakers
to support creation of such agroup.
Irecall the FCC has an EAS advisory
group that meets periodically, consisting of representatives of all the
industries it regulates; but Goucher is
suggesting on behalf of NAB a larger
forum that would include all federal
agencies responsible for alerting, the

acter, geo-targeted alert capability
to let consumers carrying a mobile

the wireless industry" from lawmakers.

device know there's an imminent
threat.
Lawmakers on the subcommittee
were especially interested in whether
urgent 911 text messages sent from

under development by the wireless
industry, Goucher said, " If you receive
a90-character text message, wouldn't
it make sense to get all that from one

mobile phones and other devices will
actually reach 911 operators.
Chris Guttman- McCabe, a lobbyist

Referring to the CMAS system

device?"
This is agem from the former radio

for CTIA - The Wireless Association,
assured lawmakers wireless providers
could begin to roll out these features

news director: " For atornado warning ... how long do Ihave before the
tornado touches down, Igrab Toto
and get into the cellar?"
Wireless representative Guttman-

in April 2012.
Testimony on this issue from Jamie

McCabe was not so moved. He said
there are 41 handsets on the market

Barnett, chief of the FCC's Public
Safety & homeland Security Bureau,

that have an FM chipset. He didn't say

was chilling. During the massacre at
Virginia Tech in 2007, students hiding
from the gunman " had to be quiet,
and they were texting 911. Those messages didn't go through," Barnett said.
The FCC is preparing a rulemaking on " next gen 911" to enable the
wireless delivery of video, still photos
and text messages to 911 operators
over mobile devices. Most 911 call
centers are not set up for the necessary upgrades, including a broadband
connection, that the technology
would require, Barnett said, and the
commission is trying to get a handle
on those costs now.
Of course the subject of enabling
FM chips in mobile phones came up.
Goucher said NAB is no longer asking for acongressional mandate but
rather for " a little encouragement to

y

whether all of those actually worked
in the United States, as opposed to
Europe, where more mobile phones
do have working radio chips. He also
said radio is one of several industries
clamoring to get their capabilities
enabled in wireless devices. The paging industry and television also want
DTV chips enabled in mobile devices.
After all those requests, " We
decided to let consumers decide"
what features they want in their cell
phones, said Guttman- McCabe. " NAB
has moved away from the desire to
have a mandate. We think that's a
good thing. We've gone from afew
handsets [with FM chips] to 41. Ithink
that's what consumers want."
Like automakers, wireless providers are only going to include features
they think will help them sell the
product to consumers.
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White House and representatives for
state and local emergency manageGM JOURNAL

ment agencies.
Broadcasters also need credential-

From LPFM to Commercial FM:
It's Complicated

20

10 Years Later, We Must
Remember

24

ing from state and local authorities
to allow them access to their studios
and transmitter sites during emergencies. Congressional action on this
issue would help broadcasters deliver
vital information during emergencies,
according to Goucher.
As he wrapped up the hearing, Rep.
Bilirakis didn't say what, if anything,
the next step would be.

RADIO NOT ONLY
ONE SEEKING MOBILE
iStockphoto/Lany Men

OPINION
Museum Will Honor the
'Cincinnati Liars'

29

DEVICE TOEHOLD
Much of that House subcommittee
hearing about alerting was devoted
to details of a Commercial Mobile
Alert Service under development by
the wireless industry — a90-char-

t

CAP/EAS

is Serious Business
You Need aSerious Compliance Partner
you need Digital Alert Systems

Only Digital Alert Systems gives you....
• Flexible hardware/software to fit current and
future requirements
• Full web-browser operation with multiple
simultaneous user access and tiered security.
• More serial, USB, and Ethernet ( IP) ports for
interfac ing options
• Secure internal AM/FM/WX receivers to save
space and wiring
• Full EAS/CAP compliance at the lowest
cost-per-stream
• Base units starting at rust $ 1995

Its time to get serious about CAP/EAS
compliance and there's no better
company then Digital Nett Systems with
award winning products ¡hat can be
customized to tit your application.
Combined with workl Oats servi
ce you
can't rind a better bog term partner.

/i Dib
_gital Alert
ysterns

585-765-1155

www.digitalalertsystems.com

call or click to see why so rn•Dny
have selected Digi
tal Alee Systems
CAPeAS partner
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EAS SUPPLY

increase significantly," said Bill Robertson,
business development manager.

(continued from page 1)

But, he

an extension, according to public comments filed with the agency, while man-

continued,

a number of

broadcast groups large and small, have
yet to place orders for CAP-compliant
equipment.
"Several have waited for the Third
Report & Order to be fleshed out —

ufacturers are split ( see page 3). The
date already was extended once, from
March 29, 2011. An FCC spokesman
declined to comment on the possibility
of another deadline extension.
Meanwhile, manufacturers are completing compliance reviews and final
reports on equipment that passes the

perhaps holdinL, out that something
would either change or create a discontinuity in current equipment that, if
they purchased something before it was

IPAWS conformity assessment. Those
that do are eligible for posting on
FEMA's Responder Knowledge Base
website at invir.rkb.us.
While EAS equipment manufacturers
contacted for this story declined to release

Harold Price of Sage, center, is shown
at the spring NAB Show. He said the

sales figures, one source familiar with

company 'told all of our suppliers
that we'd have asprint at the end,

the industry said it's likely that approximately 9,(XX) new CAP EAS encoders

so everyone was prepared.'

and decoders liad been sold as of July.
"The number can't be much below
7.000 right now. I'd say between 50
to 70 percent of EAS participants have

ponents that might have long lead times.

received new units or have them on
order," the person said.
The industry veteran, who spoke on
the condition of anonymity, estimates
that of the 14,((X) radio and TV EAS
participants in this country, at least 3.000
likely share aunit with another station in
their cluster. That leaves atotal market of
about $ 25 million, he said.
Another industry executive, Harold
Price, president of Sage Alerting Systems.
said his company has seen the expected
jump in sales this summer. To prepare,
it placed advance orders for certain com-

"We allo told all of our suppliers that
we'd hase asprint at the end, so everyone was prepared, - said Price. " We use
U.S. sources for our bare boards and
build them up here. Soldering, electrical
and visua? inspection, sheet metal bending, punching, painting, final assembly
and functional testing is all done in the
U.S." He added: " We selected U.S. suppliers that could handle the burst."
Price, who believes the FCC deadline
will not be changed, declined to release
sales totals for Sage Alerting Systems but
indicated they were on its projected target,
"based on what we sold in 1996, increased
competition and increased use of single
Endecs controlling multiple stations."

In July, Bill Robertson (also shown at NAB) estimated that Digital Alert Systems was
processing hundreds of orders aweek for broadcast radio and television customers.
Digital Alert Systems manufactures
emergency alert equipment including the
DASDEC-II EAS/CAP messaging system.
"We have seen orders for the DASDEC

settled, might render the purchase obsolete and they'd be forced to buy something again," Robertson said.
(continued on page 8)

CAP CONVERTERS RAISE QUESTIONS
CAP converters are called " intermediary devices"
by the commission. The validity of the converter
approach has been a point of disagreement among
EAS equipment manufacturers.
An intermediary device is integrated into an
existing EAS system, essentially adding another
receiver, according to the FCC. In its NPRM to
change Part 11 rules, the commission asked whether
it should allow such devices.
Some manufacturers dismiss converters as a
cheap, temporary fix that will rely on original
EAS equipment that could be 15 years old. Others
believe converters are an economical solution for
some stations.
Cost is aconsideration for many broadcasters
faced with replacing aging and non-compliant EAS
equipment, one industry executive said, so converters may be attractive. Various vendor sites show
the Gorman- Redlich CAP-DEC1 converter listing for
$1,350, and TFT's CAP-EAS converter 3320 at $ 1,600.
New CAP-compliant encoder/decoders list for $ 2,695
or higher depending on configuration. But all of
these prices are retail and don't reflect presumed
discounts being negotiated, particularly by group
buyers.
Several EAS equipment manufacturers contacted

by Radio World believe the FCC will allow intermediary devices once it is done reviewing public comments to its NPRM to change Part 11 rules (Docket
04-296).
"Absolutely the commission will allow CAP converter devices. Idon't know of any argument they
can make against them," said Darryl Parker, senior
vice president of TFT Inc., which makes both converters and encoder/decoders.
Some manufacturers contend that aCAP-to-EAS
converter may not be aviable application because it
won't be able to handle the " Governor Must Carry"
message, which will be apart ot an enhanced EAS
system but isn't yet standardized.
Parker said TFT's Model 3320 CAP-to-EAS Converter will convert the Governor Must-Carry message.
FEMA earlier this year revised the tests for CAP

offer converters.
"There has apparently been some pressure to
allow intermediary devices with the thought that
they either reduce cost or provide some other advantage over an integrated CAP EAS unit," he said.
"We strongly believe there are some serious
flaws to that logic. Even if the FCC allows these
so-called intermediary devices, we do not feel they
are awise investment for both economic and operational reasons.
"Economically, the market pricing of basic EAS
CAP encoder/decoders has been driven down to
levels that are not too far off from an intermediary
CAP-only box," he continued.
"Further, there may be additional equipment
needed for the converter box — like an IP router or
relay cables or signal bypass units for to handle the
Governor Must Carry. All these drive up the price

1.2 compliance to accommodate CAP converters,
said Jim Gorman, president of Gorman- Redlich Mfg.
Co. There are several CAP converters listed among

of intermediary devices close to and ( in one case
we know) over the price of an integrated EAS CAP

the hardware that has passed the IPAWS conformity
assessment. FEMA's Responder Knowledge Base

encoder decoder. So it's not entirely clear abroadcaster will save money with an intermediary device

website is at www.rkb.us. The site provides access to
product test results.

— both in the short term and even less likely in the
long-term."

Bill Robertson, business development manager
for Digital Alert Systems, said his company doesn't

— Randy Stine
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EAS SUPPLY
(continued from page 6)

"Others have counted on further extensions, and asmall number have told me
directly they'll take their chances with
the FCC and won't buy anything now."
Digital Alert Systems began planning
for the increase in production well in
advance of the compliance deadline,
Robertson said, anticipating the FCC's
desire to maintain the Sept. 30 deadline.
"All indications we have at present
are the commission desires to keep the
current date unless some truly extraordinary circumstances arise. Moreover,
we believe now it would be harder to
justify an extension since there are
multiple products on the market that
are IPAWS-conformant and FCCcertified." The Integrated Public Alert
and Warning System is the federal
government's new emergency messaging system, which will use multiple
platforms for warning, including cell
phones and the Internet along with traditional broadcast.
In July Robertson estimated that his
company was processing hundreds of
orders a week for broadcast radio and
television customers. It added technical
support staff to assist customers.
"These new devices and future interfaces are IP-based, so our new hires
have extensive networking certifications
and experience."
PREPARATION
Darryl Parker, senior vice president of
TFT Inc., which makes CAP-compliant
encoder/decoders and converters, said
his company has seen a "slight increase"
in demand this summer.

NEWS
"EAS participants are using this initiative to strengthen their EAS flexibility.
Some are adding EAS encoders for additional streams or unique switching requirements, Parker said. "EAS participants
seemingly are doing routine upgrading
but not panicking in light of the deadline."
TFT, which hired employees to
strengthen support and test operations for the new equipment rollout,
announced earlier this year that FEMA
added the TV!' model 3320 CAP-toEAS converter to the conformity assessment list. The TV!' converter is placed
in front of an existing encoder/decoder.
But still unclear is whether the FCC
is going to allow stations to use CAP
converter devices. The commission
asked about allowing converters in its
NPRM to change Part 11 rules (see sidebar, page 6). Initial public comments
were due by July 20 to Docket 04-296
and reply comments by Aug. 4.
Such unanswered questions make
Parker think the September compliance
deadline will be moved again.
"I don't think it will be maintained.
Neither the FCC nor FEMA are ready
for the deadline this fall. The FCC will
not have issued aReport and Order on
the open Further Notice of Proposed
Rulemaking for Part 11" by then.
Gorman-Redlich Mfg. Co., which
makes the CAP-DEC1 converter, has
built up inventory to handle the demand
this summer, said President Jim Gorman.
He is another industry vet who believes
the FCC will again extend the CAP
deadline for participant compliance.
Meanwhile, equipment dealers contacted for this article also have seen a
nice bump in sales numbers thanks to
EAS purchases.

Matt Cauthen, sales manager for
SCMS Inc., said, "Sales have been very
brisk. We've been getting lots of questions about the deadline moving or
availability of equipment."
EAS equipment sales at BSW have
been very good, said Sales Manager
Shannon Nichols. "Broadcasters are
especially interested in software upgrades
if there are any changes made [to the
EAS rules] down the road."
As for delivery, Cauthen said SCMS
had hundreds of CAP-ready EAS units
on backorder but expected to have all
cleared by mid-August. "No one is
panicking. We expect to be able to fill
all EAS equipment orders by the FCC's
deadline," Cauthen said.
At BSW, orders for Sage gear placed
in July were expected to ship by the end
of August while Digital Alert Systems
units were backordered about two weeks
from date of order, Nichols said.
The stimulus effect of the EAS CAP
process on broadcast equipment sales
may be felt beyond the deadline.
In June, writing in a blog, Radio
World U.S. Editor in Chief Paul McLane
quoted Steve Davis, Clear Channel
Radio's senior vice president of engineering and capital management, saying Clear Channel had adopted atiered
approach to its rollout and that equipment was on order to arrive in July and
August. Clear Channel chose Sage gear.
The initial phase involves 246 new
units that will allow Clear Channel
to meet the compliance deadline for
all of its approximately 890 stations.
"We will undertake asecond rollout in
2012 to add enhanced functionality once
the [Governor] ' Must Carry' rules are
solidified," Davis stated.

Don't take a chance with your timing
needs. Trust the name broadcasters have
counted on for precision master clocks
and timing- related products for over
35 years- ESE. Our products accurately
synchronize broadcast operations using
a choice of GPS, VAVV, Modem, Crystal
or line frequency for affordable, reliable,
perfect time.
Visit www.ese-web.com to witness
world- class timing systems that are
designed for easy installation,
set-up and operation.
142 Sierra Street
El Segundo, CA 90245 USA
Tel: (310) 322-2136
Fax: ( 310) 322-8127
wweese-web.com
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NEWS
ROUNDUP
FRANKEN Fes The FCC has established ahard deadline for LPTVs,
Class A TV stations and TV translators to stop analog operations and
convert to digital. The decision
means radio could be living with
so-called " Franken FMs," LPTVs on
Ch 6using or leasing their analog
aural carrier on 87.7 MHz, until
2015. The FCC rejected re- purposing
analog TV Ch 6as part of the FM
band, " apparently deciding to
maintain this channel for TV use for
the foreseeable future," according
to Davis Wright Tremaine attorney David Oxenford. " The FCC did
note, however, that LPTV stations,
as secondary stations, must protect
full- power FM operations in the
noncommercial band.
LPFM MARKET 'TIERS' PROPOSED:
To resolve how many new LPFMs
and FM translators can fit in each
market, the FCC proposed LPFM
"channel floors," based on market
size, in the top 150 radio markets.
It also proposes to dismiss pending FM translator applications in
markets where there's not enough
spectrum for LPFMs, but to process
translator applications in markets
that meet the LPFM channel floors.
The proposed tiers are eight LPFMs
in the top 20 markets, seven LPFMs
in markets 21-50, six LPFMs in markets 51-100 and five LPFMs in markets 101-150. FCC Audio Division
Chief Peter Doyle told Radio World
going by this formula, about half
of the pending translator applications in the top 50 markets would
be dismissed.
2012 LPFM WINDOW: The FCC
hopes to open an application window for new LPFMs by summer
of 2012. It also plans to drop the
planned cap on FM translators that
one organization can have and is
taking public comments on these
goals to Dockets 99-25 and 07-172.
The agency also asks for comment
on ways to prevent trafficking.

The future is calling.
(It's for you.)
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FEMA Drafting
EAS Best Practices
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Federal Agencies Preparing Stations,
Others for Upcoming National EAS Test

Message Reception (EAS

work)

Draft AM/FM Antenna Best
NePtr actices
WASHINGTON — In its quest to create a more functional and resilient Emergency Alert
System. the Federal Emergency Management Agency and its federal partners the National
Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration and the Federal Communications Commission, are
planning anationwide test of the presidential alert code on Nov. 9.
To prepare broadcasters and other test participants for that exercise. FEMA has begun crafting aset of best practices related to EAS antennas, receivers/tuners and equipment installation
and configuration. It is working with broadcast and cable associations, local governments and
other EAS participants in doing so.
You can contribute to the discussion at the National Dialogue on the EAS website at
nationaldialogue-emergencyalertsystem ideascale.com.
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never possible,
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Those who originate alerts should make sure messages are clear and free of distortion. Centeno
said during awebinar in July. describing one of the draft best practices. While that advice may sound
basic. "The audio will go through several levels - as amessage moves through the EAS system, he
said. "There will be degradation. so we need to make sure it starts clean. JIMA notes that EAS message reception at stations is more challenging in rural environments
and in locations subject to manmade electric noise sources such as dimmers, overhead power lines.
computers and electric motors including those on fans, blowers and compressors. Some of the best
practices under discussion would mitigate these challenges to AM and FM reception.
Tips include evaluating your signal acquisition needs; selecting

for better
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or tuned loop antenna
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FEMA hopes to have adraft of the best practices ready for discussion during a webinar
•iUse
high-quality,
/ow- loss
nterfere
nce.
planned for Aug. 15. A Sept. Iwebinar is slated to cover EAS equipment operation and
maintenance.
The national test " is not a pass or fail measure." nor will it test Common Alerting Protocol
equipment or procedures, according to Manny Centeno. EAS test program manager for the
Federal Emergency Management Agency's Integrated Public Alert and Warning System.
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Message Reception ( EAS Network)
Draft Receivernuner Selection General Best Practices
•The use of a high-quality tuner or receiver is highly desirable.
•Select a tuner/receiver with good sensitivity and selectivity.
•Select a receiver/tuner with external antenna inputs.
•Ensure that the receiver/tuner has appropriate audio output
connections.

a suitable antenna; using an external
antenna whenever possible; and
for
FM.
Overview of EAS Equipment Installation and Configuration
using
awhip or loop antenna for
AM and a directional antenna
Using these antennas,"you're
a
better
signal- coming
EAS
receiver.
Centeno into
said,your
and
stacking the odds so you have

Draft EAS Device General Best Practices
•
Required
Weekly
Testsand
andaudio
Required
Monthly
as required.
• Conduct
These actions
test the
encoder
output
of theTests,
EAS device
to the air chain. These also check for
contact closures/GPI interfaces and serial out
for text crawl, etc.

ble alert to the next station ill the • Ensure EAS device audio inputs and outputs are in vvorking order.
of
recommendations
right.
• Alert
This isaudio
important
you do could
not receive
regular
alerts or tests
(especially for LP- 1 and other primaries). Check
chain
and/or
to the
public.atSee
more •
input if
circuitry
have been
compromised
unknowingly.
arethe
better
able
to transmit
an
audi•
upcoming national EAS test; the • for
Ensure that your monitoring source (tuner/receiver, etc.) is feeding clear audio to the EAS device.
One
more note about
the
proper grounding.
Washington. DC location code will • Most EAS devices allow for monitoring through the device's internal speaker.
be used for the originating message. • Audio presence and quality can also be checked at the input terminals of the EAS device.
Centeno said most EAS encoders/ • If your facility is a primary EAS participant (LP, SP, etc.), ask your alerting authorities to conduct coordinated
tests (even if these are not placed on- air).
out
of FEMA
without
stations
needing •
• Doing
If yourthis
facility
receives
from
other EAS
relays (radio, television, cable), as described in your
Action
Notification
that
will originate
exercises
thealerts
decoder
functions
of participant
your EAS device.
decoders
can the
relay
the Emergency
• State EAS Plan, ensure that you are receiving their RWT and RMTs (check the device's logs or printouts).
to
re- program
device,
adding that
more information on the FAN will be • If you are not receiving these test messages, alert your EAS source stations and check your receiverltuner
and other source devices.
contact your relay or activation source and let them know you are
forthcoming.
Leslie Stimson

• If your receiver/tuner is working properly,
not receiving their RWT/RMTs.
•Ensure the correct state and county FIPS Codes are programmed.
•Ensure
Ensure the
thatstation
the appropriate
and Event Codes are programmed for forvvarding/relay.
•
call sign is Originator
programmed.

•Check the EAS device for Automatic/Manual message relay setting. Set to your facility's desired action.
•Check auxiliary or other necessary external equipment, such as distribution amplifiers, audio switching
proper
equipment, text crawl generators for proper connections and operation.
•Periodically check the operation of the device printer (if one is included) or log output to a PC.
•It has been discovered that some devices reboot when alerts are received. Check power supplies for

•Check and adjust all audio levels to and from the device to
operation.
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Guide, visit

nationaldialogue-emergencyatertsystemideascale.com,
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•Critics have spoken • 5,000 success stories • hear it and you'll
be sure that someone spent afortune on their processing • truth
is, Omnia ONE costs afraction of what it sounds like • shocked?
•you shouldn't be, its an Omnia.
Find out more: www.omniaaudio.com
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Track Down That Studio Whine
It's There, AH Right, Though You Might Not Be Able to Hear It

A

lan Peterson, production director at the Radio
America Network in Arlington, Va., was puzzled
by an unusually strong whine that kept showing up in
voiceovers and short-feature recordings made in one of

I

WORKBENCH
by John Bisset

Read more Workbench articles online at radioworld.com

the network's production studios. The whine was, for
the most part, inaudible, revealed only when his editing
software was switched to Spectral Mode.
In that mode, it would show up as astrong band just a
little under 16 kHz; see Fig. 1.
At that frequency it would have been brick-walled
before heading up to the satellite. Still, it was astray signal that should not have been there. It was present only
when amic was open.
Alan swept the room with a precision flat-response
Earthworks microphone. He pointed it into every duct,
device, rack and cabinet.
When he pointed the mic towards an older CRT-type
TV set in the studio, running 24/7 to capture news audio,
his levels went off the scale. Turns out that the horizontal
oscillator, operating right around 15.6 kHz, is the culprit.
When the TV was turned off, the whine disappeared.

Fig. 1: The 15.6 kHz ' mystery whine' in Al Peterson's
production studio. You could hang apicture on that
straight line.
"This was asound all of us could hear as kids," Alan
says. "Now, as adults, most of us don't hear it anymore,
so it gets ignored. Flat-screen TV users have likely never
heard it."
He notes that many radio newsrooms around the
country have TVs on in the background. If these are CRT
units, the same condition could happen.
If audio purity is your goal — and until flat-screen

Fig. 2: Mother Nature takes aswipe at an AM tower.
The top section eventually broke free.
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Inovonics 261 Stereo Utility Processor
The all-digital solution for onsite and offsite level control.

EVALUATION UNITS AVAILABLE
BROADCAST

www.inovonicsbroadcast.com
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units replace all your obsoleted tube sets
— check that the horizontal oscillator
isn't adding noise to your studio.
You know, there was aday when stations were required to conduct an Annual

radioworld.com IRADIOWORLD

FEATURES
clarification about our "green trumps
white" segment at the end of the July 1
Workbench.
The white "Euro" connector does not
in fact have ascrew that makes contact
with the wire. Instead, the screw pushes
down on abrass tab within the port of the
connector, which in turn makes contact
with the wire, in amanner similar to a
Phoenix connector's. As such, it will not
damage the wire in the manner described.
Contributor Paul Sagi writes that he
enlarged the photo of the connector and
found the construction as described.
Paul goes on to say that the connectors

Fig. 4: This ' Euro' connector has a
screw that pu.thes down on a brass tab
within the port. The tab makes contact
with the wire.

WE WANT YOU

Fig 3: Fortunately, the site was not in use.

Equipment Performance Test that would
"proof' out the audio air chain.
Such atest undoubtedly would miss
the cause of Alan's problem; with aproof,
the audio oscillator is fed directly into
the console microphone input, thereby
bypassing the mic and any noises generated in the studio. But for engineers who
performed these annual tests, hum, noises
and distortion were pretty obvious and
could be corrected.
No one seems to have the spare time
to conduct a proof nowadays, unless
there's some glaring problem with the
audio. Nonetheless, spending even ahalf
hour monitoring the off-air signal with
a good pair of headphones can provide
some level of confidence as to the quality
of your signal.
Reach Alan at apetersongradio
america.org.
Itseems that storms have plagued pretty much every corner of the continental United States the last few months.
Engineer Chris Adams snapped (pardon the pun) the pictures seen in Figs. 2
and 3 after asevere one moved through
Tennessee. The first image documents
wind damage. The tower was swaying
back and forth as Chris took the pictures;
eventually the hanging section broke off.
It was gone several days later. A number
of nearby homes also were damaged in
the storm.
Fortunately, the AM structure hasn't
been used in anumber of years, as suggested by Fig. 3.
It's tempting to blow up one of these
pictures and tape it to the office door with a
note: "Gone to check the transmitter site!"
Chris Adams can be reached at
christopherhadamseyahoo.com.

W

ay ne Eckert is president of
Channel 1 Images (
www .channel 1images .c-om). He offers a point of

he buys from supply houses in Kuala
Lumpur lack the brass tab.
Thanks to both. Paul Sagi can be
reached at pksagi92e gmail.com. Wayne
Eckert can be reached at w.eckerte
channel 1images .com.
Wayne and Paul bring up good
points. In an effort to lower manufacturing costs, some vendors may lower the
quality of their components. Check parts
carefully.
Contribute to Workbench. You'll help
yourfellow engineers and qualify for SBE
recertification credit. Send Workbench
tips to johnpbissetegmail.com.
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High Capacity Bidirectional STL
Up to Nine Uncompressed Stereo Feeds

STARLINK Ti
Digital Linear Uncompressed STL/TSL
for Tl/E1 Circuits and Microwave Links

LANLINK
LAN Extender — Data Link for Ethernet
Networking at the Transmitter Site

STARLINK
Digital Linear Uncompressed STL
for 950 MHz and all Worldwide STL Bands

DESIGNED AND MANUFACTURED IN THE USA

Moseley has tamed the primitive STL jungle and become the world leader in the technology, design
and manufacturing of digital studio transmtter links. Moseley, the first to bring atotally transparent
digital uncompressed STL to the broadcast industry, continues that same innovative thinking today.
Don't monkey around with your on- air sound. Call the digital STL experts today.
Bill Gould ( 978) 373-6303

I Dave Chancey ( 805] 968-9621 ext.213
www.moseleysb.com
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Netbook + Cheap Software + Handheld Recorder
Wherein the Warrior Finds Big Capacities
In Small Low-Cost/No-Cost Packages
BY PAUL KAMINSKI
Can anetbook computer be used as a
serious radio news tool?
Can an open-source (read: free) audio
editing program be used to produce shortand longer-form radio news submissions?

I

RADIO ROAD
WARRIOR
Columns are archived at radioworld.corn

In May 2010, Ipurchased an Asus
Eee "netbook" with Windows 7 starter
operating system, a 1.6 GHz Atom
processor and a 250 GB HD in two
partitions, with 1GB PC6400 800 MHz
RAM out of the box. The Eee also was
equipped with an onboard SD card reader, three USB 2.0 ports, RJ-45 Ethernet,
802.11 b/g/n wireless, touchpad, webcam and a VGA video port as well as
audio inputs and outputs on 3.5 mm
TRS mini jacks.
The battery life ranges anywhere
from 5hours to an advertised 8.5 hours;
if one attaches power-guzzling USB
peripherals like an external hard disk
drive with two USB ports, the additional
AC power adapter is all but necessary.

BEEFING UP THE NETBOOK
When using multiple programs, the
Eee is alittle slow compared to computers with quicker Pentium and Celeron

processors. The Windows ReadyBoost
feature allows the caching of files on a
USB drive or other removable media if
that option is selected when installing
those devices.
Ibegan using a2GB SDHC card in
the card reader for ReadyBoost, and it
helped the speed somewhat. Iupgraded
the RAM to the system max of 2 GB,
which speeds up the processing. Ialso
replaced the 2GB SDHC card with an 8
GB SDHC card. Idivided the card space
between ReadyBoost (up to the card
maximum of 4 GB) and the remainder
of the card capacity for the Audacity
temp file. Audio files ( and Solitaire)
loaded faster once Imade the change.
For this column, Olympus provided
me with their small, pocket-sized LS- 11
audio recorder for use. Ihave an LS- 10
as abackup recorder, so Iwas interested
in the changes to their small format
audio recorder family and wanted to
test the LS- 11 during Speedweeks at
Daytona International Speedway.
The LS- II has 8 GB of onboard
memory and has additional capacity
via an SDHC card. The onboard 8 GB
allowed me to record up to 25 hours of
16-bit, 44.1 kHz mono WAV files. The
LS- 10 will only record in stereo. The
LS- 11 has basic track divide editing and
can transfer files via a 2.0 USB interface. Mono WAV files take up 5 MB
per minute, stereo 10 MB.
If you work on deadline, you can

MEET SANL..A COOL
WAY TO MONITOR AUDIO
LEVELS, BALANCE AND PHASE

The Warrior's home-made home studio rig, replete with his Asus Eee netbook.
save time when voice tracks load into
audio editing programs by recording in
mono, assuming your recorders have
that capability.
Irecord all of my voice tracks, actualities and natural sound in WAV ( 16bit, 44.1 kHz sampling rate, CD quality)
and convert the finished product to MP3
to send or upload it. Some newsroom
management systems may not like 128
kbps MP3 encoded files. I find files
of 128 kbps travel well by either FTP/
email. Since they are only one generation compressed from the original, the
files so transmitted or accessed are less
likely to exhibit artifacts.

When it comes to audio, aquick,
accurate and intuitive way to know
what's happening is essential for a
successful result. That's where SAM
comes in.

AUDACITY RAVES
Many years ago, the license for
my Cool Edit audio editing program
expired about the same time that my
laptop became uneconomically repairable. Facing the possibility of buying a
replacement laptop or buying acopy of
Cool Edit's successor Audition, Itook a
look at Audacity, an open-source (again,
free) audio editing program
I've happily used it to produce my
syndicated Motor Sports Radio Network
programs and news reports for CBS
News Radio. The Audacity community
has an active user forum for those who

AN.u.oc meurs

(continued on page 18)
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The Stereo Audio Monitor (SAM) is astereo level and phase meter that incorporates
Single Stereo Display* technology. SAM provides avisual indication of the levels and phase
relationships of astereo audio signal. The unit indicates the usual Left and Right channel
levels, and also displays the Sum and Difference components of the stereo signal.
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STEREO
AUDIO MONITOR

SAM'S dual tricolored Single Stereo Displays show this information in an intuitive and
easy-to-comprehend format. Both analog and AES/EBU digital signals can be monitored
with SAM. Its compact size allows monitoring three stereo audio sources in only 1RU of
your valuable rack space.
Slip SAM into your audio chain and see what you've been missing.
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SOLUTIONS. ANALOG SOLUTIONS. FUNCTIONAL. RELIABLE. AFFORDABLE.
Visit www.henryeng.com for all of Henry's solutions!

Henry Engineering • 503 Key Vista Drive, • Sierra Madre, CA 91024 USA • T:626.355.3656 • F:626.355.0077 • email: Info@henryeng.com

In the middle of your busu dag...
take a break and install an iQ.

With all that's on your plate, time is precious. Here's away to get some time back: iQ, the powerful n w AolP
console from Axia. So fast and easy, you can unpack it at 11:oo and have audio running by noon. No s itch to
set up - it's built-in and preconfigured. In fact, everything's built in. Audio. Logic. DSP engine. Power upply.
Just plug in power and audio, and you're ready for air. Smart and intuitive, so your jocks will lo eit.
Cost-effective, so your boss will love you. A16 fader iQ starts at just $9,985.00; 8- faders are only $7,9 o.00.
iQ. It's about time.
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It's a good bet
there's not a single
person in America,
who's listened to
the radio in the last
10 years, who
hasn't heard an
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Audioarts D-75 radio
-
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console in action.

D-75 STANDALONE AND D-75N NETVVORKABLE DIRITAL AUDIO CONSOLES
That's how prevalent
and powerful the
Audioarts D-75 is.
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FLEXIBLE. AFFORDABLE. BUILT TO LAST.
phone 1.252.638-7000 I
www.audioartsengineering.com I
sales@wheatstone.com
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No matter how well you maintain your life, there are bound to be ups and downs.
Of course, just by selecting WheatNet-IP, you're already practicing the best possible regimen
of preventative medicine. Its robust architecture and hyper- intelligence ensure that it's out
there racing to the finish line, every minute of every day. Each BLADE (what we call our
super smart nodes) knows the full configuration of its network, ensuring there is no single
point of failure. And while all networks have abackup system, we go way beyond that:
WheatNet-IP offers as many points of recovery as you have BLADES in your system.
But, every now and then, something MAY happen that might call for the replacement of a
BLADE. In the exceptionally unlikely event that aBLADE should fail, just plug an alternate
in and you are up and running. Since each BLADE fias the entire WheatNet-IP Intelligent
Network's configuration embedded in its DNA, the new BLADE inherits its function
immediately and you are back up and running. Pretty cool, eh?
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Download the FREE white
paper " The Technical Case
for the Intelligent Network"
at WheatIP.com

THE INTELLIGENT NETWORK"
phone 1.252.638-7000 I
WheatNetIP.corn

bs@wt-ieatston pcorn
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(continued from page 14)

might have questions the FAQs don't
answer. Iam using version 1.3 Beta, the
version recommended for Windows 7.
More information and adownload can
be found at the SourceForge site for
Audacity, http:Ilaudacity.sourceforge.
net. One can also find Audacity installation files bundled with audio equipment.
Isuspect, like most fellow road warriors, that Idon't use 100 percent of an
audio editing program's capabilities.
But the percentage I use in Audacity

helps me to produce sonically interesting reports from the field with easy
introduction of natural sound and newsmaker actuality.
The effects features (compressor, normalize, equalize) allow me to produce
programs from anywhere Ican find aquiet
place to cut voice tracks. Iam not tethered
to astudio to use studio-quality effects.
But don't take just my word for it. My
colleague Pete Combs uses Audacity for
his award-winning work at News/Talk
WSB in Atlanta and for his work with
CBS. Some of Pete's favorite features
of Audacity are the auto-duck and mul-

titrack capabilities.
During a 2011 winter storm that
all but paralyzed the Atlanta metro
area, Pete rode along with road crews
and recorded lots of natural sound and
interviews. With Audacity, he was able
to produce reports with narration, newsmakers and natural sound and still make
a deadline, without a lot of time-consuming procedures.
"I put up my natural sound bed [and]
recorded the voice tracks. The auto-duck
feature saved me alot of time adjusting
levels on the individual tracks," he said.
Another time-saving feature of

We're Ready For CAP
(so you can be, too)

New EAS Rules
Comply by September 30, 2011

Questions?
914-872-4069

When you use the Sage Digital ENDEC to
meet the new FCC EAS rules for CAP, you
also receive an interface to:
•AES/EBU Digital Audio
•LAN/Internet for Web browser control and
monitoring, network time, email
•Satellite receivers and Internet for CAP
•Text via CG, RDS, HD Radio
•Free downloadable upgrade to the final
version of CAP 1.2
The Digital ENDEC is a drop- in replacement
for the classic ENDEC, but new users love it
too.
The Sage Digital ENDEC - your one- box
solution for CAP and EAS.
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Sage Alerting Systems, Inc
800 Westchester Avenue, Suite 641N, Rye Brook, NY 10573
Phone 914 872 4069
info@sagealertingsystems.com
www.sagealertingsystems.com

Audacity that Combs likes is the autonormalize function, which brings levels
up to aset point once files are imported
into the project. "When using the autonormalize function, auser can check abox
to remove DC bias offset. Again, it saves a
lot of time when trying to produce aquality radio report on deadline," he told me.
Pete says, and I agree, that the
Audacity learning curve is easy for users
of KLZ Innovations 4.5 and Audition,
but he cautions that you should invest
some time to get the most out of this
open-source audio editing program.
"Take at least three hours to learn (the
basics) of the program, read the release
notes and stay involved in the forums.
And make sure you import all the filters
and files necessary to make the program
work the way you want it to."
Radio newsfolk are asmall but hardy
breed. Many of its practitioners don't or
won't have the budget to buy or have
the latest software or hardware, but are
expected to provide professional results
for their listeners nonetheless. If the
thinking about what areporter must do
in the field is done before the reporter
goes to the field, then those results can
be delivered at or even under the smallest of budget — and done easily — with
open source audio editing programs
like Audacity. and smaller footprint,
cheaper, netbook computers, like the
Asus Eee. Our next column will survey
recently introduced tools for those of us
who do radio news in the field.
Pau/ Kaminski is the news director
for the Motor Sports Radio Network
and a contributor and reporter for
CBS News. He's been a Radio World
contributor since 1997. His e-mail is
motorsportsradiog msrpk.com. For past
Radio Road Warrior articles look under
Columns at radioworld.com.
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Broadband Internet is
everywhere. Which makes it
ideal for live remotes.
Unfortunately, the internet is
also notoriously erratic.
Even if you're lucky enough
to get agood connection,
it might deteriorate during
your show. So you dial back
the bitrate, sacrificing sound
quality to play it safe.
There is abetter way.

CZ

MI CI IMO

Meet the amazing new
Z/IP ONE codec.
Telos and Fraunhofer collaborated
to develop aunique coding
algorithm that adapts
to changing network conditions
on-the-fly.
If your connection quality
drops, the Z/IP ONE uses error
concealment, elastic buffers,
and bitrate adjustments
to keep audio flowing at
maximum quality.

•
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The Z/IP ONE now makes it
possible to use the internet
for great sounding remotes.
The convenience of the Internet.
The sound of Telas.
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www.telos-systems.com
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lelos is the trusted World Leader
in single- line hybrids and multi- line
phone systems.

:

With more than 20,000 in daily
use around the world, Zephyr is The Best
Way to Hear from Everywhere.

Hardware and software products
for processing, encoding and
streaming your audio content.

PC Software for archiving
and logging all of your
stations audio.
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From LPFM to Commercial FM: It's Complicated
Chuck Conrad Carves Out an Unusual, If Not Unique, Business Path

some of his friends to apply for and eventually receive permission to put up three
translators in 2004 that the little station's
audience increased dramatically.
"Longview, Texas, has about 80,000
people and Kilgore has another 12,000,
and we did apretty good job of covering those," he said. "One day someone
from Arbitron called to say we were
the first LPFM to show up in the ratings book."

BY KEN DEUTSCH
Chuck Conrad's quest to start alowpower FM and then convert it to full
commercial FM status took more than
six years, aperiod filled with challenges
and rewards.
Prior to his entry into the radio business, he had been aperipatetic purveyor
of touring sound equipment including
wireless microphones. He noticed a
strange phenomenon.
"It was anew digital television audio
channel on one of the frequencies we
commonly used for our wireless mics,"
he said. "So Istarted paying attention to
what the FCC was doing and eventually
learned that there was a filing window
for low-power FM coming up. Iowned
property in east Texas and knew there was
alack of decent radio out here. Ichecked
the qualifications for LPFM owners and
formed anon-profit organization."
Conrad knew it was acommunity of
only about 6,000 souls arranged around
the largest private lake in Texas, and
that would mean his future was tied
to the fortunes of small-market radio.
Fortunately, making major-market
money was not his prime directive.
"I wanted to serve that area," he said.
"If there was a weather emergency I
knew Icould break in live and talk about
it on the air. When there was aserious
storm out here, no one on the dial had
anything about it. It was all satellite and

voice tracks, and Iwanted to do something different."
The LPFM construction permit
was issued in 2003. KZQX(LP) hit
the air the following year. Conrad had
read that "Z," "Q" and "X" were the
most requested can letters, but nobody
seemed to be using all three.
"I later discovered that those letters
are incredibly hard to type and even
harder for most people to remember in
the right order," he said.
Conrad developed a format consisting of music appealing to what used
to be known as "old people." Today's
demographers use the more euphonious
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AM Ground Sy.stems
www.am rounds stems cam

PHYSICAL
SITE SERVICE
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appellation "baby boomers." He was
surprised to discover via phone calls and
email from listeners that many young
people in the area also enjoyed the
sounds of Sinatra and Fitzgerald. The
first years on the air were a financial
struggle, but the community support
grew each month.
"People would underwrite us or just
donate money," he said. "Some people
just showed up at our door with records.
Even local stations gave us stuff. Contrary
to popular belief, most broadcasters are
nice people. They thought we were cute,
and certainly were no threat to them."
But it was when Conrad persuaded
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Has your ground system been damaged or vandalized?
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THE BIG SWITCH
Going commercial was the next hurdle, and luckily a frequency became
available. IOCAL(FM) was licensed to
nearby Tatum, Texas and broadcast at
100.3 MHz.
"It had tried every format including
the 'dead air' format," said Conrad.
"But the owners wanted to sell it to me
because they knew Iwould not compete
with them. The deal was consummated
in 2009 and we are still friends with
those folks."
But according to the rules, Conrad
had to divest himself of the LPFM,
so he donated it to alocal church. His
new commercial FM was christened
ICZQX(FM) or "QX-FM" for short. It
airs the same oldies/standards format
as before, but now is pushing out 2,450
watts from atop a500-foot tower, with
atranslator in Tyler, Texas. The LPFM
he donated to the church took the call
letters of the former commercial FM; it
is now known as KXAL(LP).
Even though KZQX is now a commercial FM, it still serves a relatively
small community and operates on an
annual budget that would barely cover
the cost of acatered lunch for the owners of some media biggies.
Conrad acknowledged that "nobody
is getting rich doing this, but we aren't
having trouble meeting our obligations
either. In fact, our cash flow has allowed
us make substantial improvements in
the station's infrastructure."
His goal is to offer affordable advertising to small local merchants. "Thinking
small" is what allows his station to prosper.
"I have two employees, so it's still
(continued on page 22)
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THE BROADCASTER'S

SECRET PLAYBOOK

THE REMCTEMIX 4 ' )UTS THE GAME ON THE LINE AND
COORDINATES YOUR TEAM FOR THE ULTIMATE COVERAGE
RemoteMix 4 combines a four-channel field mixer with
a four channel headphone amplifier to give you the
ultimate front end to your POTS, ISDN or IP CODEC
Just connect RemoteMix 4 to the send and receive
jacks of your CODEC and you're on the air. Our
four telecom interfaces provide plenty of backup
for transmission, monitoring, and starion cues. Easy
to set up, yet flexible enough to accommodate your
individual demands.
Plus. IT SOUNDS GREAT! The RemoteMix 4's Master XLR
Output (pre-limiter) provides full range audio, while asoft

limiter prevents overdriving the phone line interfaces. For
that extra " kick", Bass Boost increases the low end before
sending it down the phone line. There are convenient 3.5mm
send and receive jacks for recording in full bandwidth, or
mixing in your prerecorded material. The individual
headphone level controls provide plenty of low distortion
power to cut through the crowd noise.
RemoteMix 4 can be pcwered by batteries or the
included AC adapter, so you'll never lose aconnection,
even during apower outage!

Ths calls For Teamwork...
Combining a four-channel field mixer with a fourchannel headphone amplifier, aphone-line hybrid,
auniversal PBX handset interface, awireless phone
.
nterface and Bluetooth® Wireless Technology to
connect to cell phones and portables, the RemoteMix 4
is ready to work just about anywhere you are.

TOLL FREE 800.552.8346

TEL

815.786.2929 wwwikaudio.com
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CONRAD
(continued from page 20)
small," said Conrad. "You'll hear all
kinds of stuff on the station for community organizations, and our listeners
actually like that. It's one of the things
we have to sell. We really are local."
The station has now added atrailer,
the Q Mobile, for public appearances.
"Most remotes done by other stations
around here are just a guy with acard
table and acellphone giving away hotdogs at acar dealer," said Conrad. "Our
vehicle looks like aradio studio of days
gone by, complete with turntables and
cart machines." (There is also a computer hidden under the console.)
Paul Anderson is senior vicepresident of tourism at the Longview
Chamber of Commerce. "We see Chuck
at all our big events and festivals," he
said. "He comes to our business showcase and our boat show and AlleyFest
every summer. Iconsider him a huge
asset to our community."
TO LP OR NOT TO LP
He's not completely sure, but Conrad
believes he is the only operator to have
made the conversion from LPFM to
commercial FM. While he can't say
this with certainty, he spends a lot of
time on ahalf-dozen LPFM discussion
groups online.
"I have never heard of it happening,"
he said. "Ido know acouple of instances where the principals involved shut
down or transferred the LPFM license
and moved to the land of commercial
radio in another market."
When he first considered the idea of
getting translators for his fledgling LPFM,
he had no idea if that was even possible.
"I couldn't find anything in the FCC
rules that precluded it, so Iencouraged
my friends to apply under the theory that
'if you don't apply, you certainly won't
get it.' The worst the FCC could say was

'no.' They said ' yes."
Radio World asked
Conrad if he thought others could make the leap
from LPFM to commercial FM.
"It's possible," he said.
"Most LPFMs have ahard
time staying on the air due
to their usually very limited budgets. Often they
reason that if only they
could sell commercials,

'The Q Mobile' is aretro studio on wheels,
made mostly of repurposed equipment and
resembling a1960s or early ' 70s radio
studio (at left). Staffers Alexa Duke and
Jim Allen ace shown above just before the
doors open at the Rusk County Farm, Ranch
and Home Expo in April.

that would fix everything. It doesn't. It
just changes the rules. I've found that
the cost of doing business goes up by
a factor of nearly 10 including music
licensing and power bills."
Conrad also cited the increase in the
number of hoops through which alicensee must jump in the commercial arena.
"Public file requirements don't apply
to LPFM but they certainly do for commercial broadcasters," he said. "You will
need abigger staff, and they'll want to be
paid. These days radio is not away to get
rich quick. Now that the feeding frenzy of
consolidation and dismemberment seems
to be over, the best way to make money in
radio broadcas
ting is to actually earn it."

STATION SERVICES
Find us on FACEBOOK for asteady stream of SALES TIPS, HOT LEADS, COOL IDEAS and
CREATIVE RESOURCES to help YOU sell roue advertising (and YOUR ADVERTISERS sell more stuff)!
Sound Ideas
for Building Businesssm
Radio Features You Can Sell.
:3W:60 sec. - FREE DEMOS

GraceBroadcast.com
ATTENTION PROVIDERS: Promote your services to Radio World's readers.
For information on affordable advertising call David
at 212-378-0400 ext. 511 or email dcarson@nbmedia.com.

NOT FOR THE FAINT OF HEART
One of the challenges he sees for
LPFM is the inherently weak signal.
"During some times of the year, tropospheric ducting renders many of these
stations nearly useless. One hundred
watts at the equivalent of 100 feet simply isn't enough to do the job," he said.
"It would be more reasonable to
make the technical requirements for
LPFM the same as those for translators.
In fact, allowing translators to originate
local programming might go a long
way toward the commission's goal of
having more local programming options
available."
But technical issues are only part of
what the low-power broadcaster faces,
according to Chuck Conrad.
"Staffing can be areal problem," he
said. "Many LPFMs are operated by
activist groups, and some are quite successful at being true community stations.
Usually volunteers get involved with a
lot of enthusiasm, but they can burn out
quickly as life's realities seem to get in
the way. It takes alot of managerial skills
to pull that off for any length of time."
But the biggest headache for LPFMs
comes down to money.
"It's about not going broke," he said.
"Most stations either lose money or
barely break even.. Selling underwriting
on astation that is difficult to receive is
avery real problem. It's probably why
so many LPFMs are owned by churches
and are little more than satellite-fed
translators for anetwork."
Conrad is a fan of LPFM broad-

Sparky barked at the end of a ' Pet of the
Week' PSA and ended up with aradio
following for acouple of years. ' Maybe
should put him back on the air,' Conrad
said. ' He works cheap.'
casting but says the concept arrived
"as a very crippled newborn" thanks
to unrealistic power limitations, thirdadjacent-channel restrictions, congressionally mandated rule changes and
vague underwriting regulations. More
low-power FMs are on the horizon now
thanks to recent FCC actions, including
the easing of interference restrictions,
"but finding frequencies, especially in
urban areas, is still going to be difficult
if not impossible," he said.
"The big questions remain. Will the
same filing requirements apply to this
round? When will the filing window open?
I'm guessing sometime in 2012, but Ithink
the FCC should deal with the remnants
from the Great Translator Invasion first,"
Conrad said. "People who applied almost
10 years ago deserve an answer from the
commission, even if it is a ' no."
In any event, anyone hoping for an
LPFM should be laying their ground
work now. "It takes alot of patience and
perseverance."
Ken Deutsch says his first paying DJ
gig was at an FM country station that
styled itself as the "Home of the Jones
Boys." His air name was Ken Jones. With
counseling he has made afull recovery.

OMNIA.11 EVERYTHING
YOU HEAR IS TRUE.
•Effortless dial dominance • Louder yes, yet always pure &
uncompromised • Pop sparkles • Rock really rocks • Country
caresses • Hip hop thunders • Voice is natural and intimate
•Push it hard and be amazed at how open and clean it remains
Find out more: www.omniaaudio.com
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10 Years Later, We Must Remember

PROMO

POWER

Nationally or Locally, Radio Can Help

Mark Lapidus

Remind Us of Our Nation's Strengths
Sportscaster Warner Wolf was on the
air via telephone, describing how he was
having a morning cup of coffee looking out of the window of his high-rise
condo, when he saw an airplane crash
into the World Trade Center.
I'm sure you remember exactly
where you were when the first plane hit
the tower. Iwas on my way to aradio
station, listening to that station's syndicated show "Imus in the Morning."
Like those of us listening, Warner
didn't really know what to make of it.
It appeared to be an intentional act, but
he couldn't quite believe it because it
defied logic.
Ten years later, with all the facts we
have about the events of 9/11, the tragedy has become part of us. Our sense
of loss continues to weigh heavily, and
when discussion occurs, we are united
in our mourning. We are concerned
about the safety of our troops around the
world and for the security of our society.
ANATIONAL GESTURE
Now is the time to prepare for the
commemoration of the 10th anniversary
of Sept. 11, 2001. It would be remarkable if, as a united body, radio stations from coast to coast could share a
moment of reflection.
Imagine tens of thousands of radio
stations sharing the same audio introduction, then silence, then an ecumeni-

cal prayer for our country. Last, we could ask
people to turn on their
car headlights for the
remainder of the day.
If the heads of the
major broadcast radio
groups, plus those of
satellite and online
radio, got together and
could agree on such a
plan, no doubt others would join in.
What a powerful experience we could
create for our citizens.
Iam not suggesting this for industry self-aggrandizement. I'm putting
this concept out there because it's the
right thing to do to remind folks that,
regardless of politics, we are all part of
one steadfast, moral society — proud
Americans who care about one another.
STATION PLAN
Regardless of whether anyone takes
this national concept seriously, you owe
it to your listeners to make your local
commemoration plans now.
You'll need time to come up with
an approach that makes sense for your
city, your format and your demo. You
may want to gather an advisory panel
of listeners, city officials and local relatives of those who lost loved ones. But
the time is now.
With a topic as sensitive as this,

Stockphotearry Merz
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you'll want plenty of input about how
best to serve the public. Do you use
short sound bites throughout the day
with people remembering where they
were and how they felt? Do you augment this with maybe a30-minute special? Do you interview experts on the
subject during your morning show that
day?
There's so much to look into that a
program director might want to consider
enlisting a project manager to assist
in the research, tactical approach and
execution.
It's possible that your station or cluster may want to hold aspecial event at
apublic place.
Does your city have a 9/11 memorial? Should one be built? If you're able
to form strong relationships with city
officials and civic leaders, could you
help make that happen, or at least start
raising funds for it to be built next year?
Could you be helping to facilitate seminars or lectures in schools from those

PRODUCTS & SERVICES SHOWCASE
ADVANCED WATTCHMAN
MONITOR/ALARM
•Dual- port Forward and Reflec:ed
Analog/Digital Power Monitor

»-

•Network Interface for Setup,
Monitoring, Alerts and Datalcgging
•Audible, Visual and email Alerts
with Failsafe Operation
•Bright Fluorescent Display of
Forward and Reflected Power

AS YOU UPGRADE YOUR STATION
UPGRADE YOUR REMOTE CONTROL

THE MOST ADVANCED IP Ez POTS
REMOTE CONTROL SYSTEM ON
THE MARKET

WWW.AARLON.COM
(713) 722-0169

•Two Year Limited Warranty
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800-262-9425

www.coaxial.com
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who were eyewitnesses?
For example, I have a friend who
was in the hotel at ground zero when
the first plane hit. His entire group was
saved thanks to some quick thinking by
his group leader. Iknow someone else
who happened to be out of his office
at the Pentagon for ameeting when the
plane struck. He went to funerals for
nearly six months and, as you might
assume, has strong views on the subject.
Iwas present when each addressed an
informal but sizable group, and their
presentations were very moving.
If you've made it this far into my
plea for participation, perhaps you'll
hear me out when Isay that some sort
of commemoration belongs on every
station regardless of format. The natural
reaction of many music programmer
will be that it's not right for music radio
stations to be involved with something
so heavy. The reasoning will be that
commemoration of Sept. 11 will cause a
drop in ratings. After all, one may say,
this is truly for the all-news, talk stations
and maybe the ever-patriotic sound of
country radio.
Isay they're wrong. The commemoration of the 10th anniversary of Sept
11, 2001, is for all American radio
stations. It's for good reason that we
call our country the United States of
America.
Mark Lapidus is president of Lapidu.,
Media. Email marklapiduseverizon.net.
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Throw your budget a curve.

Everybody knows you get what you pay for. And sometimes, quite abit less. Can you believe how some companies expect
you to settle for astripped- down, featureless, plastic excuse of aconsole, just to satisfy the bean- counters? Really?
Introducing Radius, the IP console that proves you can have your cake and eat it, too. Radius doesn't skimp. 4Program
buses. Automatic mix- minus. Premium faders and displays. Snapshot settings recall. Record Mode. Talkback. Fanless,
rack- mount audio engine with power supply, built-in I/O and Ethernet switch. Five year warranty. And more, much more.
All this, for only $ 5,995. Really.
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Don't miss radio's premier %.
event in Chicago this September
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Super sessions and breakout sessions on the industry's hottest topics, including
Total Radio and The Road Ahead

Total Radio Super Session
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Top CEOs discuss radio's expanding landscape and opportunities for growth
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. Opening Remarks:

Moderator:

Marci Ryvicker

Lew Paper

Director,
Wells Fargo
Securities, LLC
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Lew Dickey
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Alfred Liggins

Dan Mason

Bruce Reese

President arid CEO,
Radio One

President and CEO.
CBS Radio

President and CEO.
Hubbard Radio

Partner, Dickstein
Shapiro LIP
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ADVERTISER LUNCHEON
Michael Smerconish
Dial Global

Featuring syndicated talk

radio host Michael Smerconish

Sponsored by:

Sponsored by:

Featuring the advertiser keynote and
Radio Ink's Radio Wayne Awards
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TritonDigital

KATZ MEDIA CROUP

NAB MARCONI RADIO AWARDS
Elvis Duran

Reception, dinner and show hosted by
nationally syndicated radio host Elvis Duran

Premiere Networks
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Produced by NAB and RAB
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BROADCAST El UIPMENT EXCHANGE

Submit your listings to: dcarsonfiinbmedia.com

CONSULTANTS

MAY COUNTRY BROADCAST EQUIPMENT
BUY - SELL - TRADE
Your # 1 Source
For Quality Used Radio Broadcast Equipment
View The Latest List Online at: http://wvAv.baycountry.com
Or call and we will fax It to you.
7117 Olivia Rd., Baltimore MD 21220
Tall Free: 877-722-1031 • FAX 443-596-0212 • E-mail: salesebaycountry.com

ACOUSTICS

Acoustics First

-
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Te9-R
-888-765-2900
Num be:

www.Acousticerstcom
AIR TIME FOR LEASE
EKceilent NY Metro Coverage
FM Radio & DTV Sub channel. young@kwons.org.
ANTENNAS
FCC COMPLIANCE

TOWER SIGNS
AM & FM Tower Signs

Tower Registration Signs
Standard & Custom Designs
Guy Wire Protectors - Antenna Tags

ANTENNA ID PRODUCTS
antennalD©msn.com
Ask for free catalog
vemv.antennallicom
810-458-8418
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AUDIO PROCESSING
(INCLUDES ON- AIR)
WANT TO BUY
feletronix LA-2A's,
UREI
LA-3A's & LA-4's, Fairchild
660's & 670's, any Pultec EQ's
& any other old tube compressor/limiters, call after 3PM CST
-214 738-7873 or sixtiesradio@
yahoo.com.
AUTOMATION
EQUIPMENT
WANT TO SELL
(2) Harris 9000 Automation
Systems, $ 300/ea OBO. 432559-1738.
Ifs free and it has been
expanded. The only cost is
to keep us informed as to
how the system is performing and let us know how you
are using it. DIY- DJ, is aLinux
based radio automation system
and now sports arecord scheduler (DIY- DJ- RECORDER) which
allows you to schedule the

recording of a network or any
other program for replay later
as well as abasic logging system. Beside these additions the
system schedules music, does
voice tracking (ALWAYS hit the
vocal), create ashell, live assist,
exact time events, join satellite feeds, automated temperature announce, do unattended
remote events and more. Call
(406) 679-0527 or email krws@
digitaldevelopment.net for a
copy today.
Free to good home: Classic
Schafer 903 automation system, contains 5 reel to reel
decks, Audiofile-48, Carousel,
manual entry keyboard, tape
punch reader/coder, live assist
switching control,
instruction books and documentation, worked absolutely perfectly when removed from
service, more info and pics at
MEGDick@verizon.net.
WANT TO BUY
Wanted: old analog automation equip, filters and EQ, tube
amps, reel to reel, cart machines
and parts. Pacific NW area. 503493-2983.
CONSOLES/MIXERS/
ROUTERS
McMartin B502 stereo console, $ 100. 432-559-1738.
MICROPHONES/
HEADPHONES/
SPEAKERS/AMPS
WANT TO BUY
RCA 77-DX's & 44-BX's, any
other RCA ribbon mics, on-air
lights, call after 3PM CST, 214
738-7873 or sixtiesradio@
yahoo.com.
ROTRON BLOWERS AND PLATE
BLOCKERS, new & rebuilt for Elcom,

Harris, CCA, CSI, McMartin. Goodrich
Ent. 11435 Manderson St, Omaha,
NE 68164 402-493-1886 Email:
CGoodrich@tconl.com

MISCELLANEOUS
WANT TO SELL
12- Bay, center fed, Phelpsdodge Horizontal FM antenna on 104.1, $ 600. 432-5591738.
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OWL ENGINEERING, INC.
Consulting Communications Engineers
5844 Hamiine Ave. N., Shoreview, MN 55126

651-784-7445

•AM,1 MiNCE Applications
•Allocation and Upgrade Studies

•Tower Detuning

•Pre- Purchase Inspections

•Intermodulation Studies

•ANSI and NRSC Measurements

•Radiation Hazard Evaluation and Measurements

•AM Dire, tional Arras. Demgh, tuning and [' root u.ing Method it Moment.

Fax 1651)784-7541

E-mail: infideowleng.com
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SOLUTIONS
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11ABLEIWORLD
Approximately 1,000 carts,
various lengths, . 10 cents
each. 432-559-1738.
ITC Triple Decks, and Cart
Recorders, cheap. 432-5591738.
Radio broadcasts of Major
League Baseball, NFL, and
some college football games
that are on cassette tapes,
approx 100 to 125 games, time
period of entire collection os
from the 1950's — 1970's, BO.
Must purchase entire collection.
Contact Ron, 925-284-5428 or
ronwtamm@yahoo.com
WANT TO BUY
Collector wants to buy: old
vintage pro gears, compressor/limiter,
microphone,
mixing
consoles,
amplifiers, mic preamps, speakers, turntables, EQ working
or not, working transformers ( UTC Western Electric),
Fairchild, Western Electric,
Langevin,
RCA,
Gates,
Urei, Altec, Pultec, Collins.
Cash - pick up 773-339-9035.
2" plastic " spot" reels 6.5
or 8" diameter, as used for
quad video. Wayne, Audio
Village, 760-320-0728 or
audiovIg@gte.net.
Equipment Wanted: obsolete, or out of service broadcast and recording gear, amplifiers, processing, radio or mixing consoles, microphones, etc.
Large lots preferred. Pickup or
shipping can be discussed. 443854-0725 or ajkivi@gmail.com.
I'm looking for San Francisco
radio recordings from the
1920's through the 1980's.
For example newscast, talk
shows, music shows, live band
remotes, etc. Stations like

firer 45 rears i•ineisreerilig
and (fa:Stilling eNkerience

912-638-8028
202-393-5133
ss ww.grahambrock.com

(262) 51160002
bendlevansansteludenscom

Doug Vernier
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For more
information, ask
David at 212-378-0400 x511
dcarson@nbmedia.com
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BROADCAST TECHNICAL CONSULTANTS
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Enpneering. Inc.
Meade NCR

9049 She, Gro Court
GelberrbuiM2 20617
IW1,9110115
in 9011590 9757
iisitanep'mu6nigturrt

Broadcast Engineering Consulting
AM/FINTV/LPTV/DTV
Custom mapping service
Frequency searches
Propagation prediction
FCC application preparation

Ne

ftware for your PC

(8 0 0) 743 -3684
www.v-so t.com

leaduarkaietaileilkadasadesiwilill

KGO, KFRC, KSFO, KTAB, KDIA,
KWBR, KSFX, KOBY, KCBS,
KQW, KRE, KTIM, KYA, etc, I
will pay for copies... Feel free to
call me at 925-284-5428 or you
can email me at ronwtamm@
yahoo.com.
Looking for a broadcast
excerpt of a SanFrancisco
Giant's taped off of KSFO
radio from 1959, interviews
with Willie Mays, Dusty Rhodes
& some play by play excerpts,
also features a homerun by
Willie Mays and Felipe Alou
stealing second base, running
time is 18:02, also looking for SF
Giants games and/or highlights
from 1958-1978 also taped off
KSFO Radio. Ron, 925-284-5428
or ronwtamm@yahoo.com.
Looking for KFRC signoff
radio broadcast from 1930
Andy Potter, running time is
0:22 & also the KLX kitchen
the program guest is Susanne
Caygill, a discussion of women's affairs with along promotion for Caygill's appearance
at a local store. Anne Truax,
Susanne Caygill, running time
is 13:44. Ron, 925-284-5428 or
email ronwtamm@yahoo.com.
Looking for KTIM FM radio
shows from 1981-1984 if
possible unscoped. R Tamm,
925-284-5428 or ronwtamm@
yahoo.com.
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DISTRIBUTOR
DIRECTORY
The following distributors serving the broadcast industry
would be glad to help you with any of your requirements.

CORNELL-DU BILIE R
MICA CAPACITORS
FROM STOCK

JENNINGS VACUUM
CAPACITORS
FROM STOCK

HIGH ENERGY CERAMIC
CAPACITORS

SURCOM ASSOCIATES

5674 LI ( 'amino We.d. Stine K
Carlsbad. California 92008
17110, -138 4-120 Fus: 760) - 138-4799
e-mail Isle sun-om
men, ewe. uen orn C.1411

TUNWALL RADIO
SWITCH AND TRANSMITTER CONTROLLERS

""X

•

•

AM/FM/MULTI-SWITCH AND CUSTOM DESIGNS
330.995.9642

www.tunwallradio.com

RENTAL EQUIPMENT

rOFF THE AIR? NEED TO RENT? CALL US!
Test Equipment Field Strength Meters,
Codecs, STL ( IP and 950), FM Transmitters,
Processors, Remote gear and more!

1-800-438-6040

SCMS«

e
e www.scmsinc.com

BROADCAST E
I
UIPMENT EXCHANGE
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Rebuilt Power Tubes 1/2 the cost of New!
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Tel: 800-532-6626 Web: www.econco.com
Intl + 1-530-662-7553 Fax: + 1-530-666-7760
TRANSMITTERS/EXCITERS/TRANSLATORS

TUBES

TRANSCOM CORPORATION

Serving the Broadcast Industry Since 1978
Transmitters and Broadcast Equipment for Radio & Television
Used FM Transmitters
14+5
20
35

KW hD 2005
KW
KW

2005
1998

BE Fmi1405 ( XPi10 & Idi10),
solid state
BE FM20S, solid state
Continental 816R-5C,
solid-state IPA

Used AM Transmitters
10
10
60

KW
KW
KW

2005
1986
2000

Harris DX10
Nautel Ampfet-ND10
Nautel XL60

Please sea or website for acurrent listing

Exciters & Miscellaneous Eauioment

800-

44 1-84:)4 • 215-938- / 304 •

:."

soIN RF output, continuous duty!
V Auto protect with auto soft fail &
auto restore!
V Automatic battery backup!
V Digital display of all parameters
V Perfect for LPFM11, Translators,
as well as stand-alone exciters
www.ramaey.I.cfrvnks.com
800-446-2295
reaey

he
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WANT TO SELL
(CA AM 10,000 D — Call John
KOSS 928-595-0263 between
10 &6PM Pacific Time.

Pro-Tek .
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RF PARTS - CO.

ei,x.e...oniei

Se Habla Español

SfORIDCRST

TV Transmitters- Analog and Digital
Used FLO TV Transmitters
• • Rohde & Schwarz' • Harris Maxiva
New TV Transmitters- Analog and Digital
OMB, Pineapple and Technalogix
VHF and UHF
TV Antennas
(10W to 10 KW)
TV STL

We Export

EIMAC • TAYLOR • SVETLANA
New & Rebuilt Tubes - Same Day Shipping
Motorola • Toshiba • SGS • Thomson & Mitsubishi Semiconductors

•

737-2787

rfp@rfparts.com

CAN e le

ISO 9001 Certified
The Choice of Successful
Broadcasters Since 1934

NEW POWER TUBES
Triodes
Tetrodes
Pentodes
NEW SOCKETS &
REPLACEMENT PARTS

760-744-0700

Worldwide Availability

www.rfparts.com

Made In U.S.A.

TAX DEDUCTIBLE EQUIPMENT
Donations Needed: All Volunteer, Non-profit Low Power
community radios stations need Equipment. Will offer tax
deduction letter, You determine donation value, We will pay shipping. Equipment shared between three Wisconsin stations. Looking
for Mics, Mixers, field equipment, etc. You name it. Email: Dan@
WIECradio.org.

AX: + 1-215-938-7361

www.fmamtv.com • E-mail: transcomefmamtv.com

FCC Certified

=

To Order, 1-800-881-2374 • Outside US (352) 592-7800 • Se Habla Español

'

FM Stereo Transmitter

oee

111111111,

crown

'New' 30W Synthesized exciters
(1008) BE FM100C exciter, new, never used!
BE EXi250 FM & HD excner with EXGINE card
BE XPi 10. HO Generator
Kid Wattmeter with Elements
Orban Optimods 8200, 8100X1, 8100A
BE FC30, SCA Generator

Tubes
NEW & REBUILT
RPU. MOSFETS. VACUUM CAPACITORS. SOCKETS

Please visit our website,
www.fmamtv.com, for additional listings.

w
r-k Conti/metal

towEr

C Electronics
An International Distributor of RF Components

.11P V111311 (WWI IP
POSITIONS WANTED
Are you a small market station needing a good nuts &
bolts engineer in the Los Angeles area? 1will make your station shine! CET, fully FCC Licensed. Available for Full/Part-time/
Contract work. Available immediately. Mitchell Rakoff, 917-3248466 mitchellrakoff@yahoo.com.

Extremely outgoing, young fresh face and personable, plus
extremely reliable. Great copywriter, good on-air presence,
with ability to relate to listener. Positive, hard-working, thrives
on challenges, and eager for opportunity. Casey, 682-558-9402
or c_lael@live.com.

Extremely knowledgeable and articulate racing writer/talk
show host Adam Amick is available for shows, correspondent,
features, etc. Check out www.bleacherreport.com for samples.
Call 214-384-5812 or email: adam@rubbinsracingshow.com.

No limits, Great attitude! Energetic, optimistic, with new
age, young-hip sound. Capable of on-air, sports writing/casts,
plus copy and prep. Jordan Ray, 972-230-2840 or jordanray1991@
hotmail.com.

Creative, fun and energetic on-air talent! Dynamic audio
production skills and voice-avers that captivate. Experienced in
webcasting, organized show prep/copywriting (news/commercial), Susan, 210-382-6018 or s.haleglass@gmail.com.

Radio lover with vast sports knowledge. Organized, reliable,
and prepared. Strong handle on basics of broadcasting/web radio
host. Proficient digital production/copy-writing. Kris, 904-233-3687
or jagnole3@hotmail.com.

Seeking aposition at abroadcasting firm, to actively contribute
to the organization's success, and strive to increase personal contributions/experience. Bryant, 817-673-9239 or stickclude54@aolcom.

Strong on-air abilities with ability to take initiative, and
follow directions. Creative outgoing, and successfully multi-tasks.
Deadline oriented, dependable plus musically inclined. Monique,
459-335-7018; infused4223@gmail.com.

CALL 800-414-8823
Intl (650) 592-1221
Fax (650) 592-9988
Visit our Web Site at
www.eimac.com
=--.
=
--.—
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FOR THE BEST PRICE

& 24 Hi service on transmitting tubes &
sockets /ports, new & rebuilt call Goodrich
Ent. at 402-493-1886 day or night,
wv‘w.goodrichenterprises.com.

RECORDING &
PLAYBACK HARDWARE
WANT TO BUY
Large or small collections
of 16" transcriptions or 12"
transcriptions, not commercial
LPs. Bill Cook, 719-687-6357.
Schnader telescriptions 16
mm musical films produced in
the early 50 s. Bill Cook, 719687-6357.
Standard Short-tune series.
Bill Cook, 719-687-6357.
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OPINION
Museum Will Honor the ' Cincinnati Liars'
The VOA Bethany Station Is aNational Treasure in Need of Support

ICOMMENTARY
BY KEN RIESER
The author is president of the board
of directors for the National Voice of
America Museum of Broadcasting.
The Voice of America Bethany
Station was built in 1944 on awartime
basis under the direction of broadcasting
pioneer Powel Crosley. After the attack
on Pearl Harbor, President Franklin D.
Roosevelt was determined to broadcast
radio messages overseas. Powel Crosley
committed his innovative team of engineers in Cincinnati to building transmitters and antennae system capable of this.
A 640-acre site was selected north
of Cincinnati in the rural community of
West Chester and not far from neighboring Crosley's powerful WLW transmitter.
Here, engineers set about building something that had never been
built before. Intricate antennae systems
would soon be scattered throughout the
property and an impressive art-deco
structure resembling a WWII airfield
control tower was built to accommodate
the six new 200-kilowatt transmitters
(10 kW was the standard power at the
time).
The transmitters were designed and
built by Crosley engineers with every
component custom-made; and they

would remain in service to the U.S.
government for the next 50 years. The
technology was top secret and perplexed Hitler and others as America's
Voice continued to permeate Europe
and South America. Frustrated by the
inability to block this powerful voice,
Hitler referred to the facility as "those
Cincinnati Liars."
The structure itself, while built during the shortages of war, was designed

curved balcony and six transmitters on
two podiums. This impressive space in
the 1940s would have been avision of
technology and progress.
Powel Crosley referred to this concourse as "The Temple of Radio."

to highlight and pay tribute to the powerful technology held within its walls.
The art-deco building is made of
glazed block with a four-story tower
that during time of national crisis held
armed guards. The bulk of the building
was referred to as the Great Concourse,
an open space with a 25-foot ceiling,

America Bethany Station that speaks to
our nation's history.
This building represents American
ideals in so many ways. In service of
their country, a group of innovators
united to create technology that had
only been imagined. They made it possible for the unique American message

ADVERTISER INDEX

UNIQUE AMERICAN MESSAGE
While the structure of the building is significant in an architectural
sense, it is the story of The Voice of
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With the advent of newer satellitebased technology, ground stations like
VOA's Bethany were no longer needed,
and the facility was decommissioned in
1995.
Shortly afterward, dozens of radio
towers and curtain antennae were razed
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of freedom and democracy to be shared
with people oppressed by tyrannical
leaders yearning for the truth.
For the next 50 years, these engineers used their imaginations and their
skills to make sure America's message
was always heard, defeating jamming
efforts and overcoming technological
challenges.
In times of war and in times of
peace, The Voice of America Bethany
Station delivered the news and culture
of America, including the music of
Louis Armstrong and others, to victims
of war, the oppressed, the curious and
service men and women serving their
country around the globe.
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at the West Chester location, and the
facility and about 500 of the surrounding acres were turned over to West
Chester Township and Butler County
Metro Parks for public use. The VOA
Bethany Station and its surrounding
20 acres were given to West Chester
Township for historic monument purposes.
JOINING EFFORTS
Over the next several years interested
citizens worked to convert the Bethany
Station into a museum. Most notable
among them was the local VFW Post
and the West Chester Amateur Radio
Association.
As the museum took shape it was evident that the space was larger than needed for just the VOA Museum and West
Chester Amateur Radio Association,
which was operating an amateur radio
station out of the building. At the same
time two local museums were looking
for new homes. They were the Gray
History of Wireless Museum and Media
Heritage. Both were excellent fits for
the VOA Museum.
The Gray History of Wireless
Museum boasts one of the largest collections of antique radio equipment in
the country and was assembled by Jack
Gray, a former VOA Bethany Station
engineer. Media Heritage is dedicated to
the preservation, restoration and maintenance of historic broadcast recordings,
photographs, scripts, film, printed text,
oral histories and other media related to
the history of radio and television in the
Greater Cincinnati area, the Midwest
and the nation. Both of these museums
are now housed in the Bethany Station
building.
In order to facilitate three museums and an operating radio station
(WC8V0A) occupying one building,
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West Chester Township formed an
independent board. Its mission is to
develop and operate the National Voice
of America Museum of Broadcasting.
To determine the best way to merge
these entities into a cohesive experience the board commissioned Jack
Rouse Associates to develop aConcept
Master Plan. Meanwhile West Chester
Township, with agrant from the state of
Ohio, has spent $ 1.5 million restoring
the building to its original 1944 exterior
façade. This restoration was completed
in 2011 and they are planning additional
major repairs to the building for 2012.
The National Voice of America
Museum of Broadcasting Board has

The goal is to raise $ 12 million to convert
the Bethany Station into amuseum that will
preserve the rich history of VOA, wireless
radio and Cincinnati broadcast history.
This 2011 photo shows the restored exterior
to its 1944 façade.

accepted the Rouse Master Plan. The
plan can be viewed on the museum
website. The fundraising campaign to
complete the detail engineering and
construction has begun.
The goal is to raise $ 12 million to
convert the Bethany Station into amuseum that will preserve the rich history
of VOA, wireless radio and Cincinnati
broadcast history. Please visit www.
voamuseum.org for more information
on the affiliated organizations. If you
are interested in contributing, please
click on www.givevoa.org; it links to
the West Chester/Liberty Community
Foundation, which is collecting the
donations.
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'A fast paced station needs asystem that can keep up it
is easy to use. Op-Xgives us the tools we need to deliâr
the sound Houstonians have come to expect from KRBLF.7
-Leslie Whittle, Program Director
KRBE, Houston TX

Modular Operation in Op-X allows
for atiered system at afraction of
trie cost of it's competitors.

¡O.

Each studio client is capable
of accessing al Audio Server
on the network.
n

Rei,
voice- tracking allows
for creation of content for
remote studios also running
Op- X.
The revolutionary design of
Dp-X's clock builder turns the
previous task of scheduling
satellite programming into a
few simple clicks..
Share serial devices from any
machine using the Op-X Serial
Server.
Importing logs now gets its own
module that takes confusion out
of the process.
Engineers will enjoy Op- X
because it's easy to install,
maintain, and has automatic
backup features.

AUTOMATION
SIMPLE • POWERFUL • REDUNDANT

Not since Axia audio-over-IPwas
introduced to the broadcast industry have we at BGS been so
excited! It is with great enthusiasm we'd like to invite you to take
alook at the new Op-X Radio Automation delivery system for
any single or multi-station cluster Op-X's versatility allows it to
operate seamlessly with either Axia [P-Audio networks or legacy
audio consoles.

Broadcasters
General Store
352-622-7700
www.bgs.cc

The Secret To Great, Clean On-Air Sound Is Using
Less Processing. The Trick Is Knowing How To Do It...

MEET THE RADIO CLEAN Mernew
AIRAURA IS THE BEST ON- AIR PROCESSOR YOU CAN BUY

Viari7/5. AIRAURADIGITAL

SPECTRAL

PROCESSOR

Programmers and engineers everywhere are telling us that CLEAN is just as important
as LOUD. That their on- air signal needs to be able to handle multiple formats with the
cleanest possible sound - without sacrificing loudness. It's been Vorsis' mission from
day one to put CLEAN both before and after LOUD to give you the BEST possible
signal. And we do it by giving you less.
How do we do it? We've developed
several technologies that are radical
departures from conventional on- air
processing. The big surprise is that all of

Comparison Between Conventional &
Vorsis SST Multiband Systems
Conventional Multiband System
Four step process

them hit your program material with less
processing rather than more.
Using one-step Smart Control AGC
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processing rather than two, we eliminate the
need for using abroadband AGC and can
skip an entire processing step. This results in

Vorsis SST Multiband System with Feed Forward
Three step process

significantly less processing and distortion.
Feed- Forward signal control instead of
feedback eliminates processing errors
by adjusting the signal before it enters a
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processing step, not corecting it afterwards.
When the smart control of the AirAura AGC
and clipper are combined with the real time information provided by
feed- forward technology, true anticipatory processing results.
Add up the differences and you can see that AirAura is avery different broadcast
audio processor, built with aunique philosophy to process less and process smarter.
But don't take our word for it. We've got tons of testimonials available. Call or email
us at the contact info below to arrange to hear the cleaner sound of the AirAura with
your own ears.
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Put the Vorsis CleanUp Crew to Work In YOUR Studio. You Won't
Bel:eve The Difference In Your On- Air Sound Or Listenership.

IN THE RATINGS

Download aFREE whitepaper or watch video about the AirAura at RadioCleanMachine.com

To set up ademo call Mike Erickson at 252-638-7000 X127 or email us at CleanMachine@wheatstone.com
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